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Post Box Rules 

 

 

1. You will be given 4 Post-It notes.  On each one, you are to answer a 

different one of the following sets of questions: 

 Reisha d’reisha   

      How much is the loan for?  How much is the mashkon worth according  

      to the malveh?  How much is the mashkon worth according to the  

      loveh?  Is the loveh a kofeir hakol or a modeh b’miktzat?  What is the    

      halachah in this case? 

      Seifah d’reisha 

      How much is the loan for?  How much is the mashkon worth according  

      to the malveh?  How much is the mashkon worth according to the  

      loveh?  Is the loveh a kofeir hakol or a modeh b’miktzat?  What is the    

      halachah in this case? 

      Reisha d’seifa 

     How much is the loan for?  How much is the mashkon worth according  

      to the malveh?  How much is the mashkon worth according to the  

      loveh?  Is the malveh a kofeir hakol or a modeh b’miktzat?  What is the    

      halachah in this case? 
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Seifa d’seifa 

How much is the loan for?  How much is the mashkon worth according  

to the malveh?  How much is the mashkon worth according to the  

loveh?  Is the loveh a kofeir hakol or a modeh b’miktzat?  What is the    

halachah in this case? 

2. Label each Post-It with the words “Reisha d’reisha,” “Seifa d’reisha,” 

“Reisha d’seifa,” or “Seifa d’seifa”; and place it in the appropriate box.  

3. In your group, go to your assigned box, and assign a role to each 

group member.  The roles are director (keeps everyone on task), 

noise-controller, encourager (makes sure that everyone has a chance 

to talk), scribe (writes down the group’s conclusions), and presenter. 

4. In your group, classify the answers in the box.  See which answers 

overlap.  Summarise the answers, making sure not to write down the 

same answer twice. 

5. When I call on your group, your presenter is to present the summary of 

the answers in your box. 
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